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SUMMARY The purpose of the study was to investigate the

predictive value of written longitudinal tests (progress tests), block-

related written tests and OSCEs in relation to peer-rated

competence of students. Competence was rated for functioning as

a student and for functioning as a future physician. Eight students

were asked to rate their peers on both aspects of competence. This

was related to past performance on four progress tests, eight block

tests, and two OSCEs. Observed and true correlations were

estimated and a discriminant analysis was performed. Both written

tests fairly accurately predicted functioning as a student. Peer-rated

competence as a future doctor was moderately predicted by the

OSCE. Intercorrelations among the various test methods were

theoretically interpretable suggesting construct validity of the

objective tests used.

Introduction

Assessment procedures are continuously critically monitored

by students, particularly in educational settings where students

are actively organized and involved in salaried positions to

represent students on educational committees such as in the

Maastricht medical school (Visser et al., 1998). Periodically,

the Maastricht assessment programme comes under attack.

On one such occasion students argued that the results of the

objective tests conflicted with their own perspective on the

capabilities of their peers. These objective tests include the

progress test (a longitudinal written test assessing general

medical knowledge), written end-of-unit tests assessing

course-related knowledge, and an annual OSCE assessing

clinical skills. All these tests are used summatively to decide on

student promotion. In particular the students felt that certain

very bright or poor students were not identified by the

assessment programme. They also thought that some of their

fellow students were unlikely to make good doctors and that

the assessment programme failed to detect this. This was

reason for us to investigate their concern. We therefore related

the scores of the objective tests to ratings of their colleagues’

competence by a group of students.

The concern of the students represented a practical reason

to undertake this study. From a theoretical perspective, this

study questions the predictive validity of our assessment

procedures. Are our instruments able to predict who

performs well and who does not? And do some instruments

do better than others? Validity research always requires

a criterion or gold standard and no single criterion will ever

be perfect (Norman et al., 1996). In this case there was

concern raised by the students based on their own percep-

tions of their peers’ functioning. It might be argued that this

is a valid criterion, since students interact with each other

frequently in an unobtrusive non-threatening way, particu-

larly in a problem-based curriculum like that of Maastricht

medical school, where students work mostly in small groups

in which they need to collaborate and are dependent on each

other. The composition of the small groups changes every

six-week block period. Students also work in different small

groups in the laboratory, for communication skills training

and in clinical skills training sessions in the skills laboratory.

Although clinical attachments do not start until the end of

year 4, students do have patient contact both alone and in

small groups, where they can observe their peers interacting

with patients. The threat to the validity of the criterion

naturally depends on the accuracy of how students perceive

their peers’ competence (Dochy et al., 1999). This will also

depend on the sample of peer assessments. We therefore used

a group of students to judge the competence of their peers.

The research question thus becomes: How well do our

objective assessment instruments predict the combined peer

ratings of student competence?

Method

Instruments

Progress test: This test is administered four times per year and

covers all basic, clinical and behavioural disciplines relevant

to undergraduate medicine. It consists of 250 questions of

the multiple true/false type with an ‘I do not know’ option.

Each test consists of strictly reviewed newly constructed

items and the content is balanced through a test blueprint.

Students cannot prepare for the test. The progress test is

meant as a periodic unobtrusive general knowledge assess-

ment. A student’s test score is the number of correct items

(þ1 score) minus incorrect items (�1 score) expressed as a

percentage of the total score (formula scoring). More

information about the progress test can be found in another

publication (Van der Vleuten et al., 1996).

Block test: At the end of each unit or block in the problem-

based curriculum a written test is administered covering the

content of the block. In most cases it is of the same item

format as the progress test (with approximately 150 to 180

items), but without the question-mark option. The percen-

tage of correctly scored items gives the final student score.

Some units use essay-type questions; test scores here consist
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of the total number of marks expressed again as a percentage

score. Test items are newly constructed and reviewed by a

panel of teachers prior to test administration.

OSCE: At the end of the academic year an OSCE is

administered assessing the clinical skills that are considered

relevant up till that year of training. All stations require

‘hands-on’ performance. Depending on the content, station

duration varies from 10 to 30 minutes and total testing time

ranges from two to three hours. Examiners mark perfor-

mance on checklists. A student score per station is the

percentage correct across items of the checklist; the test score

is the average across all stations.

Procedure

Dependent variable: Eight fourth-year medical students (from

a six-year programme) were asked to independently judge

their peers, excluding themselves (n ¼ 212). They were

asked to rate peers on: (1) competence as a student, and

(2) competence as a future doctor. The rating included four

options: (1) ‘poor’, (2) ‘average’, (3) ‘good’, (4) ‘do not

know’. An intraclass correlation treating differences between

judges in rank ordering as error yielded a value of 0.68 for the

first item and 0.66 for the second item. A final classification

was computed by using only the data of students with the

same classification given by five or more judges. Students’

final classifications into ‘do not know’ were dropped.

Independent variables: For each of the test formats past

performance was aggregated for each student. Four progress

test scores were used from the preceding third year. Scores

were transformed into standard z-scores before being

averaged to a single average progress test score. The

reliability, using Cronbach’s alpha, was 0.88 taking the four

test scores as ‘items’ for the analysis. For the block tests six

previous tests from the third year were averaged using

a similar procedure. The reliability was also 0.88. Finally,

OSCE scores were obtained from the last two years

of training and aggregated. The reliability of these scores

was 0.61.

Statistical analysis

First, Pearson bivariate correlations were computed between

all variables. To explore the theoretical associations between

the variables, assuming perfect reliability of the measures,

disattenuated correlations (true correlations) were computed

using the above-mentioned reliability indices. The true

correlation between the two ratings was assumed to be

identical to the observed correlation, because the comparison

was based on the same judges. Finally, a discriminant analysis

was used with the two competence ratings as a dependent

variable and the progress test, block test and OSCE scores as

independent variables. The percentage of correctly classified

students, i.e. the agreement between the classifications

derived from the peer evaluations and the predicted classi-

fication derived from the test scores, is reported. Because the

students argued that the tests were particularly insensitive to

identifying good and weak students, the discriminant

analyses were repeated for a subset of the data whereby the

middle category ‘average’ was removed.

Results

After excluding all students with fewer than five of the eight

judges agreeing, 128 students remained (60%). The test

scores from this remaining sample did not differ significantly

from those of the total year group. Table 1 reports the

frequencies of classifications. It is interesting to note that

within the subset used another quarter to one-third is

indifferently classified as ‘do not know’. Apparently, on a

large proportion of the students the student judges either

disagree (84 or 40% of total class of 212) or are indifferent

(32 and 33, 15 and 16% of total class respectively), in total

constituting nearly half of the class. Only a small percentage

is identified as being a poor student and future doctor (6 and

4% respectively) while a larger percentage is classified as

being a good student and future doctor (13 and 17%

respectively).

Table 2 reports the bivariate correlations. All correlations

are statistically significant but more interesting is the pattern

of associations, particularly of the true correlations. Both

competence ratings appear highly intercorrelated but do not

reach unity. Apparently, there are some differences between

the rating of being a good student and being a good future

doctor. The best univariate predictor for competence as a

student is the block test, followed by a near equal correlation

by the progress test. This is not surprising because the

intercorrelation between the block and progress test is also

high. For competence as a future doctor all correlations are

lower and the best predictor now becomes the OSCE.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the association between

the block test and the OSCE is higher than the association

between the progress test and the OSCE.

The discriminant analysis classified 63% of the students

correctly for the competence rating as a student, with the

progress test and skills test being identified as significant

predictors. For functioning as a future doctor only the OSCE

was identified as a significant predictor and the percentage

correctly predicted was 45%. Omitting the middle classifica-

tion ‘average’ and using the extremes ‘poor’ and ‘good’ only,

these percentages were respectively 87% (this time progress

test predictor significant only) and 87% (OSCE only).

Discussion

The peer rating yielded quite a few indifferent outcomes.

Approximately 50% of the students were either classified as

‘do not know’ or there was substantial disagreement between

the judges. Although this is sizeable, it is not too surprising.

It is not to be expected that student judges should know all of

Table 1. Frequency of classifications based on peer judge-

ment whereby five or more judges agreed.

Classification Competence

as a student

Competence

as a future doctor

Poor 8 6% 4 4%

Average 72 56% 57 50%

Good 16 13% 19 17%

Do not know 32 25% 33 29%

Total 128 100% 113 100%
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their peers that well. They probably have a better idea of the

ones who are doing very well or very poorly.

Given the classifications on which the judges agreed in the

majority an interesting distinction in predictive power

emerged from the two ratings. For functioning as a student

the best predictor appeared to be the block test, closely

followed by the progress test. The (true) correlations are

reasonably high. The discriminant analysis used the progress

test and skills test as best predictors leading to a moderately

correct classification percentage. It is not surprising that these

two predictors were statistically significant—and not the

block test identified as best predictor by the univariate

correlations—because the combination of these two instru-

ments provides more distinctive information than the block

test alone or the block test in combination with the others.

This is due to the lower intercorrelation between the OSCE

and progress test as compared with those between block test

and OSCE. Although the block tests and progress test

measure similar aspects, a different pattern of relationship

emerges when related to the OSCE. The OSCE and the

block tests allow for specific preparation, whereas the

progress test does not do so. Apparently both written tests

measure similar cognitive aspects to a high degree but the

extent to which they measure different aspects seems to be

related to the course-dependent nature of the assessment as

evidenced by the higher correlation between the block test

and OSCE as compared with the progress test and OSCE. In

all, these relationships can theoretically be explained. For

functioning as a future doctor, a different pattern emerged.

All predictors were less successful and the best predictor was

the OSCE, also in the discriminant analysis. Apparently,

peer-rated capabilities to function as a doctor are more

related to the clinical skills of the students than to their

cognitive skills. Again, this is a relationship that seems to

make good sense. The predictive power of the discriminant

analysis was not too impressive, particularly not for function-

ing as a future doctor. These analyses were, however, based

on the observed data, not taking the ‘noise’ of the

measurement into account (such as in the estimated true

correlations). Omitting the middle category of intermediate

functioning the percentage of correct classifications rose

substantially but naturally this is to be expected when looking

at the extreme students only. However, given the fact that

these students in particular are in the ‘eye of the beholder’

when judging a peer group, the predictive value is impressive.

In all, the analysis seems to indicate that our objective tests

are able to discriminate between students with poor and good

performance. In that respect they demonstrate predictive

validity. Moreover, the patterns of intercorrelations are

theoretically meaningful.

One could justifiably wonder why both block tests and

progress tests need to be maintained when they are so highly

correlated. First, the data indicated that the unique informa-

tion from the progress test is related to its ‘unobtrusive’

nature. Second, feedback is an important function of any

form of assessment and both types of tests provide different

sources of information: the progress test gives longitudinal

broad-based feedback across all disciplines, whereas the

block test gives specific course-related information. Finally,

one could also agree with the argument and use a progress

test as a broad periodic cognitive assessment and design

block-related evaluations that are less knowledge oriented but

which tap into other non-factual or non-cognitive skills.

This study has several drawbacks. First, the sample of

student ratings was rather low. With a larger sample of

approximately 20 students we would have obtained better

reliability and more accurate identification of student

functioning. Second, the total sample on which the correla-

tions are based excluded both the students with poor inter-

judge agreement and the students classified as ‘do not know’.

Therefore the subsample was only part of the original total

class of fourth-year students. Although non-significant

differences were found between students within and outside

the analysis, some sampling bias may have occurred and the

estimation of the size of the associations may be less accurate

than when a larger sample had been used.

Finally, validity studies have bi-directional implications.

Peer assessment was used here as the gold standard.

Reversing the relationship and taking the objective tests as

criterion, the peer assessment of the students was valid. The

restriction seems to be—as with all measures of compe-

tence—to obtain a large enough sample of ratings to allow for

reliable inferences.
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Table 2. Bivariate observed (lower triangle) and true (upper triangle) correlations between peer judgements and test scores

(reliabilities at diagonal entries).

Competence

as a student

Competence

as a future doctor

Block test Progress test OSCE

Competence

as a student

0.68 1.00 0.72 0.69 0.62

Competence

as a future doctor

0.82 0.66 0.56 0.55 0.60

Block test 0.56 0.43 0.88 0.86 0.60

Progress test 0.53 0.42 0.76 0.88 0.67

OSCE 0.40 0.38 0.64 0.49 0.61
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